












My Animal Buddy will be no longer be available after 25 Mar 2024. Thank you for your support over the years!
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Join us for our next adventure!

Join fellow Ranger Buddies on our next adventure and continue to nurture your love for wildlife and nature. Thank you for your support for My Animal Buddy over the years.





Let's go!





















About My Animal Buddy

Befriend an animal buddy like me and keep in touch where ever you are! You can learn more about the interesting animals in the zoo, sneak a peek on what goes on behind the scenes, join us on virtual interactive events and more!
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Catch us live on Buddy Cam

Tune in to Buddy Cam from 1:30pm to 5pm to see what my friends and I are up to at Buddy Barn. Sometimes we are joined by our neighbours the rats, goats and other animals at Rainforest KidzWorld! There are other buddy live cameras to check out too.
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Befriend your animal buddies

Say hi to my other friends at My Animal Buddy and befriend them too!
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Rudy

The rabbit
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Pedro

The sea lion
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Khansa

The orangutan
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Sally

The hornbill
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Join our virtual LIVE! Events

Take part in our interactive sessions and learn more about our animals directly from our keepers. You can also attend virtual workshops hosted by our education experts or exclusive invites to special events like our buddies' birthday parties!
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Enjoy stories from my animal friends

Learn essential life skills and get to know my animal friends better through their heartwarming stories on themes like bravery, resilience, empathy and more!
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More stories available




Like what you just watched? Access more of these videos when you sign up for free.
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Zoo Stories

Tucker The Bold Otter

Ever heard of an otter who can't swim? Tucker was afraid of the water but with lots of patience, courage, and treats, he’s a terrific swimmer today. 
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Berani The Brave Pangolin
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Khansa The Loving Orangutan
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Animal Neighbours
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Kai Kai The Calm Panda
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Joko The Adventurous Orangutan
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Keta The Friendly Red Panda
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Miguel The Confident Caracara
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Keysa The Caring Tiger
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Amor The Determined Jaguar
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Challenge yourself to a fun quiz!

How knowledgeable about animals are you?
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Rabbits
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You have completed all the questions!


Did you enjoy answering the questions? Sign up for free and challenge yourself to more quizzes
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Get up close and personal

Take a peek on what happens behind the scenes and some previous moments captured through Keepers' Cam
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More videos available




Like that you just watched? You can watch more of these behind the scenes videos when you sign up for free.
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Keepers' Cam

One bean for two

Let's watch!
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Fast food for a chameleon?
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Manly manatee
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Termite treasure
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Small but loud
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Special balancing 'power'
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Plucking without fingers
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Training guinea pigs
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Tight-knit meerkat family
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Watermelon baby
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Be awed by wildlife wonders

Discover fascinating facts about wildlife and my friends in the zoo as you read these articles
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Wildlife Wonders




Rabbits
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Rabbits are small to medium-sized mammals with long ears, long hind legs and a short fluffy tail. The smallest of us can weigh only 1kg and the largest, more than 5kg!

Although we are often thought to be related to mice, hamsters and other rodents, we belong to a different group called the lagomorphs.
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The lagomorphs include our close relatives, the hares. Like them, we have two special ‘peg teeth’ which are not found in rodents, as well as four sharp incisors used for cutting hard food and protecting ourselves.
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We can be found on almost every continent on Earth. We make our homes in different habitats – grasslands, meadows, deserts, mountains, rainforests and swamps.

The endangered Sumatran rabbit lives close to Singapore, in Sumatra, Indonesia.
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Most of us live together underground in burrows or warrens that we dig. Here, does (females) give birth and raise their young safe from predators and harsh weather.

We feel safest in dark, sheltered areas. If you see us in our hide boxes in Buddy Barn, it means we want some peace and quiet.
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In the wild, we eat mostly grass but also enjoy fruits and leaves. We do not eat meat, which makes us herbivores (animals that eat only plants). In Buddy Barn, we eat hay, lettuce and long beans.
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Our food is only half-digested when we pass it out as soft droppings called cecotropes (see-kuh-tropes). These still contain nutrients and also good bacteria. We eat these droppings to get the most out of the food we consume. So don’t be alarmed if you see us eating our own ‘poo’ - it’s all for good health!
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More articles available


Hop on to sign up and you can read more articles for free!
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Existing subscriber? Sign in to My Animal Buddy








































Download fun activities 

Check out my buddy activity book packed with games, colouring, craft ideas and more! Each animal buddy has an activity book waiting for you to explore.
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Download ebook
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Enjoy discounts on admission tickets, at selected F&B and retail outlets & more at our wildlife parks!
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Sign up to WildPass for free















Visit Us

[Buddy Barn is currently closed until further notice]

Come play with our bunnies and find your animal buddy at Rainforest KidzWorld, Buddy Barn!
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Buddy Barn animal interaction timings:


10:30am - 12:00pm

1:30pm - 3:00pm

4:00pm - 5:00pm























 




























Sign up for My Animal Buddy

Join your buddy on a fun and interactive exploration through the animal kingdom. Discover more about wildlife through inspirational video stories, delightful activities and sneak peeks behind the scenes with our animals and keepers from home.
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I would like to receive marketing information in relation to my membership and Ranger Buddies (and any related programmes) including updates on promotions, new products, services and events







By signing up for the Ranger Buddies programme, you consent to the following (1) terms and conditions (2) Personal Data Protection Policy 
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Already have an account?

Click here to log in
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Ranger Buddies is brought to you by the wildlife parks at Mandai Wildlife Reserve, a unique nature and wildlife destination in Singapore.
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